Isn't the answer obvious? It's where it's been (illegally) since 1863.

It's in the possession and control of the U.S. Military and all their various minions administering the equally illegal National Banking Emergency Act and National Securities Emergency Act: the Federal Reserve and the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank and the Bank of International Settlements --- and all of which crimes against our Government and our People, remain largely unabated.

Soldiers and sailors don't know much about money, except how to spend it.

Nobody from first-to-last wants to take the blame for it, because these are all capital hang-from-the-yardarms crimes.

We could do what I've suggested, and blame Abraham Lincoln and FDR for it, both of whom are long-dead and who are the point sources for the worst of it, but tempers (and fears) are running high.

The actual government of this country has offered amnesty in return for cleaning this Mess up, but some people are aware of just how Draconian the Uniform Code of Military Justice can be and they fear what their own hands have done.

Many corporation CEOs, doctors, nurses, and attorneys are just waking up to the fact that they are occupying military offices. That means that scumbags like Bill Gates and insiders like Warren Buffett aren't considered civilians when it comes to this.

It also means that many of these "officers" are fleeing like rats from a sinking ship, tearing up their Bar Cards and leaving their posh medical practices behind, trying to find a nice safe out-of-the-way hole to hide in.

This is adding to the overall chaos and clamor, especially in places like New York and DC. For a great many of the elite members of society, this is Cover Your Butt (and your neck) time. Entire hospital staffs have been decimated and a great many people have
taken "early retirement" to avoid being complicit (or further complicit) in the jab debacle.

Add to this, somewhere just woke up for the first time in 160 years and realized the function of Central Banks -- that they are commodity rigging enterprises, and while they primarily rig the supply of money and credit, they also rig labor markets and more conventional commodities like orange juice and sow bellies.

Since we began our quest to reclaim and recoup American gold and silver resources and hold the banks and collection agencies (IRS) accountable for failure to provide our exemptions and remedies, a giant kerfuffle has begun on a worldwide basis with all the various governments and Agencies and banks trying to simultaneously: (1) cover their butts and (2) blame someone else.

The U.S. Military, aka, the British Territorial Raj of __________ (fill in the blank with the name of your country) is resisting the inevitable denouement and remediation. Right now the big struggle is over who gets to spawn and profit from the next generation of "notes" and what form those "notes" will take.

The British-Chinese-controlled replacement for the UNITED STATES, INC. wants to put a Chinese-style Social Credit system in place, which would allow their government Draconian control over buying and selling activities worldwide.

It's just another kind of commodity rigging scheme that uses computer surveillance and "keys" and algorithms to do the same thing Central Banks do, but they do it on the level of each individual.

You don't like someone? You turn off their bank account and steal their money with a keystroke.

That kind of oppressive power can never be allowed to any government.

Especially not a backdoor British Raj Government pretending to be Chinese.

The people pushing this are British in Chinese clothing, and they speak perfect Mandarin. They are the elite bankers of Hong Kong and Shanghai who have been schooled by the Bank of England for more than a hundred years.

They, not the Communist Party, are the Comptrollers in China--- and if we sit still for it, they will shortly be telling you which brand of state-sponsored mayonnaise you can buy.

They will also be telling you when to sit down and when to wipe your butt and when to die, because Bill Gates sold them the technology to "imprint" your bodies with 5G "resonant Dot" technology that was delivered via the Covid-19 vaccination.
So, you've got Idiot Joe, and you've got Trump, who is a sharp businessman, but not, apparently, able to do more than stand in the background like a cheerleader spinning narratives.

The bid by Larry Fink (BlackRock) and the Bush Clan (Vanguard) didn't work out, because, once again, someone woke up and realized that the entire mortgage industry worldwide is crooked, and so is the insurance industry. None of those asset claims can hold water.

The top Barristers in England and the top Jurists in the United States have now concluded the obvious --- that this entire system which has grown up over the past 100-plus years, is inherently criminal, built on fraud and coercion and unbridled racketeering under color of law, enforced by "District Courts" as in "District of Columbia Courts" which have no proper authority to exist outside of the District of Columbia.

The fight over "going digital" --an option provided by the CIA Operation nicknamed "Crimson Door" for a reason, versus a Cash Economy is crucial. Humanity has to win this one.

And if we go for a cash economy, whose cash do we use?

The Government corporations are reduced to operating on somebody else's credit (ours) so they have to use Notes. Naturally, their attention is centered on creating more and more and more credit for themselves, not on creating more valuable assets -- which is short-sighted in the extreme, but nonetheless true.

The most obvious and most immediate answer is to use the Kennedy Dollars that JFK and Marcos agreed upon and which have been sitting in "uncut" condition in warehouses since the 1960's, but the U.S. Navy doesn't think that they could control these well enough to keep them from disappearing like dew in the morning, straight into investor's pockets and out of the actual economy. And we are not willing to give an "Open Endorsement" to authorize unbridled printing of gold certificates against our assets, so there would be no way to keep up with worldwide consumer demand.

The Navy is probably right about the "snowflake on a grill" assessment for the use of Kennedy Dollars, as hoarding instincts are at an all-time high and investors are perfectly desperate to find convenient, fungible, gold-backed investment options. What is brewing now makes the shortage of MTN's for banks and institutional investors look like a child's tea party and it bleeds down to the consumer level.

So, then, what? The frontrunner for a cash economy would then be the "United States Note" which would be based on the value of all US Corporations and would make the Corporations the slaves instead of the people. Of course, the Brits and certain other
parties in Rome are kicking like Army Mules against that idea, but it would work, and there is a certain poetic justice to it.

There is also our Global Federation Dollar, which would be based on the value of all resources, natural resources and created products and labor, worldwide. The GFD is a natural and desirable option because it includes everyone's assets as a market "value" parameter and that then gives everyone a seat at the table and an incentive for doing good in the world.

The only way the currency gains ground is if the nations get off their butts and take care of the oceans and forests, and invest in your health and your education. Such a "positively incentivized" currency has many social and practical advantages, not the least of which is its ability to act as a hedge against local market losses.

Oh, excuse me, but you mean --- where is your relief right now? Your money as in, money in your bank account? Money that our team has been fighting to get to you for months? It's held up in the squabble of how and with what do we replace the infamous Federal Reserve Note?

The Federal Reserve Note is going bye-bye so with what, exactly, are we going to pay you -- and with what transfer system?

Right now, your money is safe enough, piled up in vaults and symbolized as digits, but the digits have to pay out in some specific form, and if it's no longer viable to use Federal Reserve Notes -- what species of credit note can the government run on?

That question and the means of delivering your monetary relief, as digits or as cash money, are being fought over and many big, vicious dogs are in the fight. I am not a big, vicious dog at all. I'm a Great-Grandma from Big Lake, Alaska, who happens to hold the key to it all.

Sooner or later, they have to talk to me. So far, they've been running and hiding for seventeen years, but in the end, it still comes down to me, the lonely Fiduciary for The United States of America, Unincorporated.
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